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(54) IMAGE PROCESSING METHOD AND IMAGING APPARATUS

(57) An image processing method includes deter-
mining whether a color of a current pixel of a first imitating
image is same as a color of a related pixel of a color block
image; when the same, using a pixel value of the related
pixel as a pixel value of the current pixel; and when not
the same, using pixel values of a related pixel unit to
calculate the pixel value of the current pixel through in-

terpolation. A color of the related pixel unit is same as
the current pixel. A plurality of pixels of the related pixel
unit are located in a first set of image pixel units of the
color block image, wherein the first set of image pixel
units neighbor a first image pixel unit that the related pixel
belongs to. An imaging apparatus and a method per-
formed by the imaging apparatus are also provided.
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Ap-
plication No.201611079031.6, filed on November 29,
2016. The entire disclosure of the above application is
incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0002] The present disclosure relates to a technical
field of image processing, and more specifically, the
present disclosure relates to an image processing meth-
od and an imaging apparatus.

BACKGROUND OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0003] Existing image sensors include a pixel unit array
and a color filter unit array disposed over the pixel unit
array. Each color filter unit in the color filter unit array
covers a corresponding pixel unit. Each pixel unit in-
cludes a plurality of photosensitive pixels. In operation,
the image sensors may be controlled to be exposed to
light and output a merged image. The merged image in-
cludes a merged pixel array. The plurality of photosen-
sitive pixels of a same pixel unit are merged into a merged
photosensitive pixel for output. In this manner, a signal
to noise ratio of the merged image can be increased.
However, resolution of the merged image is decreased.

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0004] The present disclosure aims to solve one of the
technical problems in the relevant technology at least to
some degree. Thus, the present disclosure provides an
image processing method and an imaging apparatus.
[0005] In accordance with an embodiment of the
present disclosure, an image processing method con-
verts a color block image into a first imitating image. The
color block image includes a plurality of image pixel units
arranged in a predetermined array pattern. Each of the
plurality of image pixel units includes a plurality of original
pixels having a same color. The first imitating image in-
cludes a plurality of imitating pixels arranged in the pre-
determined array pattern. The plurality of imitating pixels
include a current pixel, and the plurality of original pixels
of a first image pixel unit of the plurality of image pixel
units include a related pixel corresponding to a position
of the current pixel. The image processing method in-
cludes: determining whether a color of the current pixel
is same as a color of the related pixel; when the color of
the current pixel is same as the color of the related pixel,
using a pixel value of the related pixel as a pixel value of
the current pixel; and when the color of the current pixel
is different from the color of the related pixel, using pixel
values of a related pixel unit including a plurality of pixels
to calculate the pixel value of the current pixel through

interpolation. A color of the plurality of pixels of the related
pixel unit is same as the current pixel, and the plurality
of pixels of the related pixel unit are located in a first set
of image pixel units in the plurality of image pixel units.
The first set of image pixel units neighbor the first image
pixel unit.
[0006] In accordance with an embodiment of the
present disclosure, an imaging apparatus includes an
image sensor and an image processing apparatus. The
image sensor is configured to generate a color block im-
age. The image processing apparatus is configured to
convert the color block image into a first imitating image.
The color block image includes a plurality of image pixel
units arranged in a predetermined array pattern. Each of
the plurality of image pixel units includes a plurality of
original pixels having a same color. The first imitating
image includes a plurality of imitating pixels arranged in
the predetermined array pattern. The plurality of imitating
pixels include a current pixel, and the plurality of original
pixels of a first image pixel unit of the plurality of image
pixel units include a related pixel corresponding to a po-
sition of the current pixel. The image processing appa-
ratus includes a determining module, a first calculating
module, and a second calculating module. The determin-
ing module is configured to determine whether a color of
the current pixel is same as a color of the related pixel.
The first calculating module is configured to, when the
color of the current pixel is same as the color of the related
pixel, use a pixel value of the related pixel as a pixel value
of the current pixel. The second calculating module is
configured to, when the color of the current pixel is dif-
ferent from the color of the related pixel, use pixel values
of a related pixel unit including a plurality of pixels to
calculate the pixel value of the current pixel through in-
terpolation. A color of the plurality of pixels of the related
pixel unit is same as the current pixel, and the plurality
of pixels of the related pixel unit are located in a first set
of image pixel units in the plurality of image pixel units.
The first set of image pixel units neighbor the first image
pixel unit.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] Aspects and advantages of the present disclo-
sure become apparent and easy to be understood from
the following description of embodiments in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings.

FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart of an image process-
ing method in accordance with an embodiment of
the present disclosure.
FIG. 2 is a schematic functional block diagram of an
imaging apparatus in accordance with an embodi-
ment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of an image
sensor in accordance with an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
FIG. 4 is a schematic circuit diagram of a photosen-
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sitive pixel unit of the image sensor in accordance
with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a color filter unit in
accordance with an embodiment of the present dis-
closure.
FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of an image
sensor in accordance with an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a state of a merged
image in accordance with an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a state of a color
block image in accordance with an embodiment of
the present disclosure.
FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of a state of a color
block image and a state of a first imitating image
illustrating an image processing method in accord-
ance with an embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 10 is a schematic flowchart of an operation of
the image processing method in accordance with an
embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 11 is a functional block diagram of a second
calculating module in accordance with an embodi-
ment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 12 is a schematic flowchart of an image
processing method in accordance with an embodi-
ment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 13 is a schematic functional block diagram of
an image processing device in accordance with an
embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 14 is a schematic flowchart of a manufacturing
method in accordance with an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of a plurality of image
pixel units of a color block image in accordance with
an embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 16 is a schematic flowchart of an image
processing method in accordance with an embodi-
ment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 17 is a functional block diagram of an image
processing device in accordance with an embodi-
ment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0008] Embodiments of the present disclosure are de-
scribed in detail below and examples of the embodiments
are illustrated in the accompanying drawings, wherein
same or similar labels throughout the present disclosure
represent corresponding same or similar elements or cor-
responding elements having same or similar functions.
The description of the embodiments with reference to the
accompanying drawings below is exemplary, aims at il-
lustrating the present disclosure, and cannot be consid-
ered as limitations to the present disclosure.
[0009] FIG. 1 is an image processing method for con-
verting a color block image into a first imitating image.
The color block image includes a plurality of image pixel

units arranged in a predetermined array pattern. Each of
the plurality of image pixel units includes a plurality of
original pixels having a same color. The first imitating
image includes a plurality of imitating pixels arranged in
the predetermined array pattern. The plurality of imitating
pixels include a current pixel, and the plurality of original
pixels of a first image pixel unit of the plurality of image
pixel units include a related pixel corresponding to a po-
sition of the current pixel. The image processing method
includes the following operations:
[0010] At block S10, determining whether a color of
the current pixel is same as a color of the related pixel.
[0011] At block S20, when the color of the current pixel
is same as the color of the related pixel, using a pixel
value of the related pixel as a pixel value of the current
pixel.
[0012] At block S30, when the color of the current pixel
is different from the color of the related pixel, using pixel
values of a related pixel unit including a plurality of pixels
to calculate the pixel value of the current pixel through
interpolation. A color of the plurality of pixels of the related
pixel unit is same as the current pixel. The plurality of
pixels of the related pixel unit are located in a first set of
image pixel units in the plurality of image pixel units. The
first set of image pixel units neighbor the first image pixel
unit.
[0013] FIG. 2 is an image processing device 100 for
converting a color block image into a first imitating image.
The color block image includes a plurality of image pixel
units arranged in a predetermined array pattern. Each of
the plurality of image pixel units includes a plurality of
original pixels having a same color. The first imitating
image includes a plurality of imitating pixels arranged in
the predetermined array pattern. The plurality of imitating
pixels include a current pixel, and the plurality of original
pixels of a first image pixel unit of the plurality of image
pixel units include a related pixel corresponding to a po-
sition of the current pixel. The image processing device
100 includes a determining module 110, a first calculating
module 120, and a second calculating module 130. As
an example, the image processing method in FIG. 1 can
be implemented by the image processing device 100 in
FIG. 2 and applied to an imaging apparatus 1000 for
processing the color block image output from an image
sensor 200 of the image processing device 100.
[0014] It is to be noted that a term "imitating image"
used herein refers to a first image that, through interpo-
lation, imitates a second image taken using a first image
sensor that includes a plurality of photosensitive pixels
arranged in a predetermined array pattern such as a Bay-
er pattern. Similar to the second image, the first image
may be directly processed into a true color image. A term
"imitating pixel" used herein refers to a pixel in the "imi-
tating image" that imitates a pixel output by a photosen-
sitive pixel of the first image sensor.
[0015] FIGs. 3 and 6 illustrate the image sensor 200
including a photosensitive pixel unit array 210 and a color
filter unit array 220 disposed over the photosensitive pixel
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unit array 210.
[0016] Further, in FIGs. 3, 4, and 6, the photosensitive
pixel unit array 210 includes a plurality of photosensitive
pixel units 210a. Each photosensitive pixel unit 210a in-
cludes a plurality of photosensitive pixels 212 adjacent
to each other. In FIG. 4, each photosensitive pixel 212
includes a photosensitive element 2121 and a transfer
transistor 2122. The photosensitive element 2121 may
be a photodiode and the transfer transistor 2122 may be
a MOS transistor.
[0017] In FIGs. 3 and 6, the color filter unit array 220
includes a plurality of color filter units 220a. Each color
filter unit 220a covers a corresponding photosensitive
pixel unit 210a.
[0018] Specifically, in FIGs. 3 and 5, in some exam-
ples, the color filter unit array 220 is arranged in a Bayer
pattern. That is, four color filter units 220a adjacent to
each other are a red color filter unit, a blue color filter unit
and two green color filter units.
[0019] In FIGs. 4 and 6, each photosensitive pixel unit
210a corresponds to a color filter unit 220a having a uni-
form color. If a photosensitive pixel unit 210a includes n
photosensitive elements 2121 adjacent to each other,
then a color filter unit 220a covers the n photosensitive
elements 2121 in the photosensitive pixel unit 210a. The
color filter unit 220a may be integrally constructed or may
be n independent color filters assembled together.
[0020] In FIG. 4, in an embodiment, each photosensi-
tive pixel unit 210a includes four photosensitive pixels
212 adjacent to each other. Two of the photosensitive
pixels 212 adjacent to each other form a photosensitive
pixel sub-unit 2120 together. The photosensitive pixel
sub-unit 2120 further includes a source follower 2123
and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) 2124. The pho-
tosensitive pixel unit 210a further includes an adder 213.
Each transfer transistor 2122 in the photosensitive pixel
sub-unit 2120 has a terminal coupled to a cathode of the
corresponding photosensitive element 2121. Each trans-
fer transistor 2122 in the photosensitive pixel sub-unit
2120 has another terminal coupled to a gate terminal of
the common source follower 2123. A source terminal of
the source follower 2123 is coupled to the ADC 2124.
The source follower 2123 may be a MOS transistor. Two
photosensitive pixel sub-units 2120 are coupled to the
adder 213 through corresponding source followers 2123
and corresponding ADCs 2124.
[0021] That is, four photosensitive elements 2121 ad-
jacent to each other in a photosensitive pixel unit 210a
of the image sensor 200 commonly use a color filter unit
220a having a uniform color. Each photosensitive ele-
ment 2121 is coupled to a corresponding transfer tran-
sistor 2122, and two photosensitive elements 2121 ad-
jacent to each other are coupled to a common source
follower 2123 and a common ADC 2124. The four pho-
tosensitive elements 2121 adjacent to each other are
coupled to a common adder.
[0022] Further, the four photosensitive elements 2121
are arranged in a 2*2 array. The two photosensitive ele-

ments 2121 in the photosensitive pixel sub-unit 2120 may
be located in a same column.
[0023] In FIGs. 4 and 6, during imaging, when each
two photosensitive pixel sub-units 2120, i.e., each four
photosensitive elements 2121, covered by the same
color filter unit 220a are exposed to light at the same
time, the pixels may be merged and a merged image may
be output.
[0024] Specifically, the photosensitive element 2121
is configured to convert light into charges. The generated
charges are proportional to intensity of the light. The
transfer transistor 2122 is configured to control conduc-
tion or cutoff of a circuit based on a control signal. When
the circuit conducts, the source follower 2123 is config-
ured to convert the charges generated by the photosen-
sitive element 2121 being exposed to light into a voltage
signal. The ADC 2124 is configured to convert the voltage
signal into a digital signal. The adder 213 is configured
to add two digital signals and output commonly to the
image processing device 100 in FIG. 2 coupled to the
image sensor 200 in FIG. 2 for processing.
[0025] In FIGs. 3 and 7, taking a 16M image sensor
200 as an example, the image sensor 200 may merge
16M of photosensitive pixels into 4M of merged photo-
sensitive pixels. That is, the image sensor 200 may output
the merged image 700. After merging, a size of a merged
photosensitive pixel becomes 4 times a size of a photo-
sensitive pixel, thereby enhancing a sensitivity of the
merged photosensitive pixel. In addition, because noise
in the image sensor 200 is mostly random noise, with
respect to four photosensitive pixels before being
merged, noise may exist in one or two of the four photo-
sensitive pixels. After the four photosensitive pixels are
merged into the merged photosensitive pixel, the impact
of the noise in the one or two of the four photosensitive
pixels on the merged photosensitive pixel is reduced.
That is, the noise in the image sensor 200 is reduced,
and a signal to noise ratio is increased.
[0026] However, at the same time when each four pho-
tosensitive pixels become a merged photosensitive pixel,
resolution of the merged image 700 is decreased.
[0027] In FIGs. 4 and 6, during imaging, when each
four photosensitive elements 2121 covered by the same
color filter unit 220a are exposed to light sequentially,
after image processing, a color block image may be out-
put.
[0028] Specifically, the photosensitive element 2121
is configured to convert light into charges. The generated
charges are proportional to intensity of the light. The
transfer transistor 2122 is configured to control conduc-
tion or cutoff of the circuit based on a control signal. When
the circuit conducts, the source follower 2123 is config-
ured to convert the charges generated by the photosen-
sitive element 2121 being exposed to light into a voltage
signal. The ADC 2124 is configured to convert the voltage
signal into a digital signal and output to the image
processing device 100 in FIG. 2 coupled to the image
sensor 200 in FIG. 2.
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[0029] In FIGs. 3 and 8, taking a 16M image sensor
200 as an example, the image sensor 200 may further
keep 16M of photosensitive pixels for output. That is, the
image sensor 200 may output the color block image 800.
The color block image 800 includes a plurality of image
pixel units. Each of the plurality of image pixel units in-
cludes a plurality of original pixels arranged in a 2*2 array.
A size of each of the plurality of original pixels is same
as the size of a corresponding photosensitive pixel. How-
ever, because the color filter unit 220a covering each
four photosensitive elements 2121 adjacent to each other
have a uniform color, although four photosensitive ele-
ments 2121 are exposed to light separately, four output
original pixels adjacent to each other in each of the plu-
rality of image pixel units have the same color. Therefore,
resolution of the color block image 800 cannot be in-
creased.
[0030] In accordance with an embodiment of the
present disclosure, an image processing method for con-
verting the output color block image into a first imitating
image is provided.
[0031] It is to be understood that when the merged im-
age is being output, each four photosensitive pixels ad-
jacent to each other having the same color is merged
into the merged photosensitive pixel for output. In this
manner, each four merged pixels adjacent to each other
in the merged image may be regarded as being arranged
in a typical Bayer pattern, and therefore the merged im-
age may be received by a processing module, and di-
rectly processed by the processing module into a true
color image. When the color block image is being output,
each photosensitive pixel outputs separately. Because
each four photosensitive pixels adjacent to each other
have the same color, four original pixels adjacent to each
other in each of the plurality of image pixel units have the
same color, and therefore, the four original pixels may
be regarded as being arranged in a non-typical Bayer
pattern. The processing module cannot directly process
the non-typical Bayer pattern. That is, when the image
sensor 200 uses the same processing module, for two
modes for outputting true color images, i.e., the true color
image output under a merged mode, and the true color
image output under a color block mode, to be compatible,
the color block image needs to be converted into the first
imitating image. In other words, each of the plurality of
image pixel units having an arrangement of the non-typ-
ical Bayer pattern is converted into having an arrange-
ment of the typical Bayer pattern.
[0032] The first imitating image includes a plurality of
imitating pixels arranged in the Bayer pattern. The plu-
rality of imitating pixels include a current pixel, and the
plurality of original pixels of a first image pixel unit of the
plurality of image pixel units include a related pixel cor-
responding to a position of the current pixel.
[0033] In FIG. 9, taking FIG. 9 as an example, current
pixels are R3’ 3’ and R5’ 5’ in a first imitating image 904,
and corresponding related pixels are R33 and R55 in a
color block image 902.

[0034] When obtaining the current pixel R3’3’, because
the related pixel R33 corresponding to the current pixel
R3’3’ has a same color as the current pixel R3’3’, a pixel
value of the related pixel R33 is directly used as a pixel
value of the current pixel R3’3’.
[0035] When obtaining the current pixel R5’5’, because
the related pixel R55 corresponding to the current pixel
R5’5’ has a different color from the current pixel R5’5’, a
pixel value of the related pixel R55 cannot be directly
used as a pixel value of the current pixel R5’5’. A related
pixel unit of the current pixel R5’5’need to be used for
calculating the pixel value of the current pixel R5’5’
through interpolation.
[0036] It is to be noted that a pixel value in the descrip-
tion above and below should be broadly considered a
color attribute value of a pixel, such as a color value.
[0037] The related pixel unit includes a plurality of,
such as 4, original pixels in a first set of image pixel units
having a same color as the current pixel. The first set of
image pixel units neighbor the first image pixel unit.
[0038] It is to be noted that a term "neighbor" used
herein should be broadly understood. Taking FIG. 9 as
an example, the related pixel R55 corresponds to the
current pixel R5’5’. The first set of image pixel units neigh-
boring the first image pixel unit that the related pixel R55
belongs to and having the same color as the current pixel
R5’5’ are image pixel units that pixels R44, R74, R47,
R77 belong to and are not other red image pixel units
spatially farther away from the first image pixel unit that
the related pixel R55 belongs to. Red original pixels spa-
tially closest to the related pixel R55 are the pixels R44,
R74, R47, and R77. That is, the related pixel unit of the
current pixel R5’5’ consists of the pixels R44, R74, R47,
and R77. The current pixel R5’5’ has the same color as
the pixels R44, R74, R47, and R77, and corresponds to
the related pixel R55 neighboring the pixels R44, R74,
R47, and R77.
[0039] In this manner, with respect to different situa-
tions for the current pixels, different methods for convert-
ing an original pixel into an imitating pixel are used, there-
by converting the color block image 902 into the first im-
itating image 904. During taking images, special color
filters arranged in the Bayer pattern are used, and there-
fore, a signal to noise ratio of the images may be in-
creased. During image processing, the color block image
902 may be processed through interpolation, and there-
fore, resolution of the images may be increased.
[0040] In FIG. 10, in an embodiment, the block S30
includes following operations.
[0041] At block S31, for each component direction, cal-
culating a pixel value of a corresponding first pixel inter-
polated between first pixels of the related pixel unit in an
interpolation direction and a pixel value of a correspond-
ing second pixel interpolated between second pixels of
the related pixel unit in the interpolation direction, wherein
a component direction crosses the interpolation direc-
tion, and calculating a corresponding difference value
between the pixel value of the corresponding first pixel
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and the pixel value of the corresponding second pixel.
[0042] At block S32, for each component direction, cal-
culating a corresponding weight based on the corre-
sponding difference value of each component direction.
[0043] At block S33, using the corresponding weight
of each component direction, and the pixel value of the
corresponding first pixel and the pixel value of the corre-
sponding second pixel of each component direction to
calculate the pixel value of the current pixel.
[0044] In FIG. 11, in an embodiment, the second cal-
culating module 130 includes a first calculating unit 131,
a second calculating unit 132, and a third calculating unit
133. The block S31 may be implemented by the first cal-
culating unit 131. The block S32 may be implemented
by the second calculating unit 132. The block S33 may
be implemented by the third calculating unit 133. That is,
the first calculating unit 131 is configured to, for each
component direction, calculate a pixel value of a corre-
sponding first pixel interpolated between first pixels of
the related pixel unit in an interpolation direction and a
pixel value of a corresponding second pixel interpolated
between second pixels of the related pixel unit in the in-
terpolation direction, wherein a component direction
crosses the interpolation direction. The first calculating
unit 131 is further configured to calculate a corresponding
difference value between the pixel value of the corre-
sponding first pixel and the pixel value of the correspond-
ing second pixel. The second calculating unit 132 is con-
figured to, for each component direction, calculate a cor-
responding weight based on the corresponding differ-
ence value of each component direction. The third cal-
culating unit 133 is configured to use the corresponding
weight of each component direction, and the pixel value
of the corresponding first pixel and the pixel value of the
corresponding second pixel of each component direction
to calculate the pixel value of the current pixel.
[0045] Specifically, processing through interpolation
considers corresponding energy difference values of an
image for the different component directions. Through
linear interpolation using the corresponding weights for
the different component directions, wherein the corre-
sponding weights are based on corresponding difference
values of the related pixel unit in the different component
directions, the pixel value of the current pixel is calculat-
ed. For a component direction of a smaller energy differ-
ence value, a reference weight is larger, which causes a
weight used during interpolation to be larger.
[0046] In an example, for ease of calculation, only hor-
izontal and vertical directions are considered.
[0047] The pixel value of the current pixel R5’5’ is ob-
tained through interpolation using pixel values of the pix-
els R44, R74, R47, and R77. Because original pixels hav-
ing a same color as the current pixel R5’5’ in horizontal
and vertical component directions do not exist, interpo-
lated pixel values in the horizontal and vertical compo-
nent directions are calculated using the related pixel unit.
For the horizontal component direction, a pixel value of
a first pixel R45 interpolated between first pixels R44 and

R47 of the related pixel unit in a vertical interpolation
direction and a pixel value of a second pixel R75 inter-
polated between second pixels R74 and R77 of the re-
lated pixel unit in the vertical interpolation direction are
calculated. For the vertical component direction, a pixel
value of a first pixel R54 interpolated between first pixels
R44 and R74 of the related pixel unit in a horizontal in-
terpolation direction and a pixel value of a second pixel
R57 interpolated between second pixels R47 and R77
of the related pixel unit in the horizontal interpolation di-
rection are calculated.
[0048] Specifically, R45=R44*2/3+R47*1/3,
R75=2/3*R74+1/3*R77, R54=2/3*R44+1/3*R74, and
R57= 2/3*R47+1/3*R77. For convenience, herein, pixel
values of pixels such as the pixels R44, R45, R47, R54,
R57, R74, R75, and R77 are represented by the same
symbols as those of the pixels.
[0049] For each of the horizontal and vertical compo-
nent directions, a corresponding difference value and a
corresponding weight are calculated. That is, based on
the corresponding difference value of the color for each
of the horizontal and vertical component directions, a cor-
responding weight referenced during interpolation is de-
termined. For a component direction of a smaller differ-
ence value, a weight is larger, and for a component di-
rection of a larger difference value, a weight is smaller.
Specifically, for the horizontal component direction, a dif-
ference value X1 between the pixel value of the first pixel
R45 and the pixel value of the second pixel R75 is cal-
culated by X1=|R45-R75|. For the vertical component di-
rection, a difference value X2 between the pixel value of
the first pixel R54 and the pixel value of the second pixel
R75 is calculated by X2=|R54-R57|. For the horizontal
component direction, a weight W2 is calculated by
W2=X2/(X1+X2). For the vertical component direction, a
weight W1 is calculated by W1=X1/(X1+X2).
[0050] Then, through linear interpolation using corre-
sponding weights W2 and W1 for the horizontal and ver-
tical component directions, the pixel value of the current
pixel R5’5’ is calculated by
R5’5’=(2/3*R45+1/3*R75)*W2
+(2/3*R54+1/3*R57)*W1. It is to be understood that if the
difference value X1 is larger than the difference value
X2, then the weight W1 is larger than the weight W2.
Therefore, the weight for the horizontal component di-
rection is the weight W2, and the weight for the vertical
interpolation direction is the weight W1, and vice versa.
[0051] In this manner, the pixel value of the current
pixel may be calculated through interpolation. Based on
the above image processing method, the plurality of orig-
inal pixels of each image pixel unit may be converted into
imitating pixels arranged in the typical Bayer pattern. That
is, four imitating pixels adjacent to each other and ar-
ranged in a 2*2 array include a red imitating pixel, two
green imitating pixels, and a blue imitating pixel.
[0052] It is to be noted that interpolation includes but
is not limited to the manner in which only pixel values of
a same color for the vertical and horizontal directions are
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considered during calculation as in the present embodi-
ment. Pixel values of other colors may, for example, be
further considered.
[0053] In FIG. 12, in an embodiment, before block S30,
the image processing method further includes the follow-
ing operation.
[0054] At block S29a, performing white balance com-
pensation on the color block image.
[0055] After block S30, the image processing method
further includes the following operation.
[0056] At block S31 a, performing white balance com-
pensation restoration on the first imitating image.
[0057] In FIG. 13, in an embodiment, the image
processing device 100 further includes a white balance
compensating module 127 and a white balance compen-
sation restoring module 131. The block S29a may be
implemented by the white balance compensating module
127. The block S31a may be implemented by the white
balance compensation restoring module 131. That is, the
white balance compensating module 127 is configured
to perform white balance compensation on the color
block image. The white balance compensation restoring
module 131 is configured to perform white balance com-
pensation restoration on the first imitating image.
[0058] Specifically, in an example, during interpolation
during converting the color block image into the first im-
itating image, red and blue imitating pixels not only refer
to colors of original pixels of corresponding same color
channels, but also refer to color weights of original pixels
of a green channel. Therefore, before interpolation, white
balance compensation needs to be performed, so as to
eliminate the effect of white balance compensation on
interpolation. In order not to break white balance of the
color block image, after interpolation, white balance com-
pensation restoration needs to be performed on the first
imitating image. Restoration is performed based on red,
green, and blue gain values during compensation.
[0059] In this manner, the effect of white balance is
eliminated during interpolation, and white balance of the
color block image can be kept for the first imitating image
after interpolation.
[0060] In FIGs. 12 and 13, in an embodiment, before
block S30, the image processing method further includes
the following operation.
[0061] At block S29b, performing dead pixel compen-
sation on the color block image.
[0062] In an embodiment, the image processing device
100 further includes a dead pixel compensating module
128. The block S29b may be implemented by the dead
pixel compensating module 128. That is, the dead pixel
compensating module 128 is configured to perform dead
pixel compensation on the color block image.
[0063] It is to be understood that limited by a manufac-
turing process, dead pixels may exist in the image sensor
200. The dead pixels usually do not change with sensi-
tivity and always exhibit same pixel values. The presence
of the dead pixels affects image quality. Therefore, in
order to ensure interpolation to be accurate and not af-

fected by the dead pixels, dead pixel compensation
needs to be performed before interpolation.
[0064] Specifically, during dead pixel compensation,
detection may be performed on original pixels, and when
a certain original pixel is detected as a dead pixel, dead
pixel compensation may be performed based on pixel
values of other original pixels in the image pixel unit that
the certain original pixel belongs to.
[0065] In this manner, the impact of the dead pixels on
interpolation may be eliminated, thereby increasing im-
age quality.
[0066] In FIGs. 12 and 13, in an embodiment, before
block S30, the image processing method further includes
the following operation.
[0067] At block S29c, performing crosstalk compensa-
tion on the color block image.
[0068] In an embodiment, the image processing device
100 further includes a crosstalk compensating module
129. The block S29c may be implemented by the cross-
talk compensating module 129. That is, the crosstalk
compensating module 129 is configured to perform
crosstalk compensation on the color block image.
[0069] Specifically, four photosensitive pixels in a pho-
tosensitive pixel unit are covered by color filters having
a same color. Sensitivity differences may exist among
the photosensitive pixels, such that fixed pattern noise
exists in a solid color region in a true color image con-
verted from the first imitating image, thereby affecting
image quality. Hence, crosstalk compensation needs to
be performed on the color block image.
[0070] In FIG. 14, in an embodiment, a manufacturing
method for manufacturing the imaging apparatus 1000
includes the following operations.
[0071] At block S40, providing a predetermined light
environment.
[0072] At block S42, configuring imaging parameters
of an imaging apparatus.
[0073] At block S44, taking a plurality of images.
[0074] At block S46, processing the plurality of images
to obtain a plurality of crosstalk compensation parame-
ters.
[0075] At block S48, storing the plurality of crosstalk
compensation parameters into the imaging apparatus.
[0076] As described above, in order to perform cross-
talk compensation, during the image sensor 200 of the
imaging apparatus 1000 is manufactured, the plurality of
crosstalk compensation parameters need to be obtained
and pre-stored into a memory of the imaging apparatus
1000, or an electronic apparatus, such as a cell phone
or a tablet, configured with the imaging apparatus 1000.
[0077] The predetermined light environment may, for
example, include an LED uniform light guide plate, a color
temperature of about 5000K, and a brightness of about
1000 lux. The imaging parameters may include a gain
value, a shutter value and a lens position. After relevant
parameters are configured, the plurality of crosstalk com-
pensation parameters are obtained.
[0078] During the process of obtaining the plurality of
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crosstalk compensation parameters, first, a plurality of
color block images are obtained under the predetermined
light environment with the configured imaging parame-
ters. The plurality of color block images are merged into
a merged color block image. In this manner, the impact
of noise from using a single color block image as a cor-
rection basis may be reduced.
[0079] In FIG. 15, taking an image pixel unit Gr as an
example, the image pixel unit Gr includes original pixels
Gr1, Gr2, Gr3, and Gr4. The purpose of crosstalk com-
pensation is to calibrate sensitivity of photosensitive pix-
els which may be different to a same level through com-
pensation. The image pixel unit Gr has an average pixel
value Gr_avg calculated by
Gr_avg=(Gr1+Gr2+Gr3+Gr4)/4. The average pixel value
Gr_avg basically represent an average level of sensitivity
of the four photosensitive pixels. Using the average pixel
value Gr_avg as a base value, ratios of the pixel values
of the original pixels Gr1, Gr2, Gr3, and Gr4 to the aver-
age pixel value Gr_avg of the image pixel unit Gr can be
correspondingly calculated by Gr1/Gr_avg, Gr2/Gr_avg,
Gr3/Gr_avg, and Gr4/Gr_avg. It is to be understood that
each of the ratios may basically reflect a deviation of the
pixel value of the corresponding original pixel Gr1, Gr2,
Gr3, or Gr4 from the base value. The four ratios are re-
corded as crosstalk compensation parameters in the
memory of the imaging apparatus 1000, so as to be re-
trieved during imaging for crosstalk compensation to be
performed on each of the original pixels Gr1, Gr2, Gr3,
and Gr4. In this manner, crosstalk may be reduced and
image quality may be increased.
[0080] Usually, after configuring the plurality of cross-
talk compensation parameters, accuracy of the plurality
of crosstalk compensation parameters should be further
verified.
[0081] During verification, first, a color block image is
taken under the same light environment and with the
same imaging parameters. Then, crosstalk compensa-
tion is performed on the color block image using the
crosstalk compensation parameters calculated. An av-
erage pixel value Gr’_avg, and ratios calculated by
Gr’1/Gr’_avg, Gr’2/Gr’_avg, Gr’3/Gr’_avg, and
Gr’4/Gr’_avg are obtained after compensation. Based on
an obtained result, accuracy of the crosstalk compensa-
tion parameters is determined. Determination may be
considered in terms of macro and micro perspectives.
The micro perspective refers to a certain original pixel
still having a larger deviation after compensation, which
is easily perceived by a user after imaging. The macro
perspective refers to, from a global point of view, a total
number of original pixels still having deviations after com-
pensation is relatively high, which, even though a devi-
ation of each single original pixel is not large, would still
be perceived by the user as a whole. Therefore, a ratio
threshold is configured for the micro perspective, and a
ratio threshold and a number threshold are configured
for the macro perspective. In this manner, the plurality of
crosstalk compensation parameters configured may be

verified for accuracy, so as to reduce the impact of cross-
talk on image quality.
[0082] In FIGs. 16 and 17, in an embodiment, after
block S30, the image processing method further includes
the following operation.
[0083] At block S50, performing lens shading correc-
tion, demosaicing, noise reduction, and edge sharpening
on the first imitating image.
[0084] In an embodiment, the image processing device
100 further includes a processing module 150. The block
S50 may be implemented by the processing module 150.
That is, the processing module 150 is configured to per-
form lens shading correction, demosaicing, noise reduc-
tion, and edge sharpening on the first imitating image.
[0085] It is to be understood that after the color block
image is converted into the first imitating image which is
arranged in the typical Bayer pattern, the processing
module 150 may be used to process the first imitating
image. The processing process performed by the
processing module 150 includes lens shading correction,
demosaicing, noise reduction, and edge sharpening. Af-
ter processing, a true color block image may be obtained
and output to the user.
[0086] In the description of the present disclosure, it is
to be appreciated that orientation or location relationships
indicated by terms such as "central", "longitudinal", "lat-
eral", "length", "width", "thickness", "up", "down", "front",
"back", "left", "right", "vertical", "horizontal", "top", "bot-
tom", "inner", "outer", "clockwise", and "counterclock-
wise" and are based on orientation or location relation-
ships illustrated in the accompanying drawings. The
terms are only used to facilitate the description of the
present disclosure and to simplify the description, not
used to indicate or imply the relevant device or element
must have a particular orientation or must be structured
and operate under the particular orientation and therefore
cannot be considered as limitations to the present dis-
closure.
[0087] In addition, the terms "first" and "second" are
only used for description purpose, and cannot be con-
sidered as indicating or implying relative importance or
implicitly pointing out the number of relevant technical
features. Thus, features being correspondingly defined
as "first" and "second" may each expressly or implicitly
include at least one of the features. In the description of
the present disclosure, the meaning of "a plurality of" is
at least two, such as two and three, unless otherwise
definitely and specifically defined.
[0088] In the present disclosure, unless otherwise def-
initely specified and defined, a first feature being "above"
or "below" a second feature may include the first feature
directly in contact with the second feature, and may also
include the first feature not directly in contact with and
the second feature but through an intervening feature.
Further, the first feature being "above", "over", and "be-
yond" the second feature may include the first feature
being "directly above" and "obliquely above" the second
feature, or only represents a level of the first feature is
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higher than a level of the second feature. The first feature
being "below", "under", and "beneath" the second feature
may include the first feature being "directly below" and
"obliquely below" the second feature, or only represents
a level of the first feature is lower than a level of the
second feature.
[0089] The above description provides various embod-
iments or examples for implementing various structures
of the present disclosure. To simplify the description of
the present disclosure, parts and configurations of spe-
cific examples are described above. Certainly, they are
only illustrative, and are not intended to limit the present
disclosure. Further, reference numerals and reference
letters may be repeated in different examples. This rep-
etition is for purposes of simplicity and clarity and does
not indicate a relationship of the various embodiments
and/or the configurations. Furthermore, the present dis-
closure provides specific examples of various processes
and materials; however, applications of other processes
and/or other materials may be appreciated by those
skilled in the art.
[0090] In the description of the present specification,
reference terms "an embodiment", "some embodi-
ments", "an illustrative embodiment", "an example", "a
specific example", "some examples", and so on mean
that specific features, structures, materials, or character-
istics described in conjunction with the embodiments or
examples are included in at least one of the embodiments
or the examples. In the present specification, the illustra-
tive description of the above-mentioned terms is not lim-
ited to the same embodiment or example. Moreover, the
described specific features, structures, materials, or
characteristics may be combined in a proper way in any
one or more of the embodiments or examples.
[0091] Any process or method provided in the flow-
charts or described by other ways may be appreciated
to represent that one or more code modules, code frag-
ments or code parts of executable instructions for imple-
menting specific logical functions or process operations
are included. Moreover, the scope of the preferred em-
bodiments of the present disclosure includes other im-
plementations, such as those not in the sequence illus-
trated or discussed and including functions executed at
the same time or in reverse order based on involved func-
tions. These should be appreciated by those skilled in
the art to which the present disclosure pertains.
[0092] Any logical function and/or operation represent-
ed by the flowcharts or described by other ways may, for
example, be considered a sequence table of executable
instructions for implementing logical function, and may
be specifically implemented in computer-readable media
for being used by instruction-executing systems, appa-
ratuses or devices (such as computer-based systems,
systems including a processing module, or other systems
that may retrieve instructions from the instruction-exe-
cuting systems, apparatuses or devices, and execute the
instructions), or used by any combination of the instruc-
tion-executing systems, apparatuses or devices. With re-

spect to the present specification, "computer-readable
media" may be non-transitory media that may include
stored, communicated, propagated or transmitted pro-
grams for being used by the instruction-executing sys-
tems, apparatuses or devices or used by any combina-
tion of the instruction-executing systems, apparatuses or
devices. Specific examples (a non-exhaustive list) of the
computer-readable media include the following: electri-
cal connecting components (electronic devices) having
one or more wirings, portable computer discs or cartridg-
es (magnetic devices), random access memories
(RAMs), read-only memories (ROMs), erasable and pro-
grammable read-only memories (EPROMs or flash
memories), fiber optic devices, and portable optical com-
pact disc read-only memories (CDROMs). Moreover, the
computer-readable media may even be papers or other
suitable media on which the programs are printed. The
papers or the other suitable media may be, for example,
optically scanned, and then edited, interpreted, or, if nec-
essary, processed by other suitable ways to electronical-
ly obtain the programs, which are then stored in memo-
ries of computers.
[0093] It should be understood that various parts of the
embodiments of the present disclosure may be imple-
mented by hardware, software, firmware or any combi-
nation thereof. In the aforementioned embodiments, the
operations or the methods may be implemented by soft-
ware or firmware stored in memories and executed by
suitable instruction-executing systems. For example, if
implemented by hardware, the operations or methods
may be implemented by any one or any combination of
the following techniques known in the art: discrete logic
circuits having logic circuits for implementing logic func-
tions with respect to digital signals, application specific
integrated circuits having suitably combined logic cir-
cuits, programmable gate arrays (PGAs), field program-
mable gate arrays (FPGAs), and the like.
[0094] Although the embodiments of the present dis-
closure have been illustrated and described above, it is
to be appreciated that the foregoing embodiments are
illustrative and cannot be considered as limitations to the
present disclosure. Those skilled in the art may change,
modify, replace and vary the foregoing embodiments
within the scope of the present disclosure.

Claims

1. An image processing method for converting a color
block image (902) into a first imitating image (904),
wherein the color block image (902) comprises a plu-
rality of image pixel units arranged in a predeter-
mined array pattern, wherein each of the plurality of
image pixel units comprises a plurality of original pix-
els having a same color;
wherein the first imitating image (904) comprises a
plurality of imitating pixels arranged in the predeter-
mined array pattern;
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wherein the plurality of imitating pixels comprise a
current pixel (R3’3’ or R5’5’), and the plurality of orig-
inal pixels of a first image pixel unit of the plurality of
image pixel units comprise a related pixel (R33 or
R55) corresponding to a position of the current pixel
(R3’3’ or R5’5’); and
the image processing method comprising:

determining whether a color of the current pixel
(R3’3’ or R5’5’) is same as a color of the related
pixel (R33 or R55);
when the color of the current pixel (R3’3’) is
same as the color of the related pixel (R33), us-
ing a pixel value of the related pixel (R33) as a
pixel value of the current pixel (R3’3’); and
when the color of the current pixel (R5’5’) is dif-
ferent from the color of the related pixel (R55),
using pixel values of a related pixel unit com-
prising a plurality of pixels (R44, R74, R47, and
R77) to calculate the pixel value of the current
pixel (R5’5’) through interpolation,
wherein a color of the plurality of pixels (R44,
R74, R47, and R77) of the related pixel unit is
same as the current pixel (R5’5’), and the plu-
rality of pixels (R44, R74, R47, and R77) of the
related pixel unit are located in a first set of image
pixel units in the plurality of image pixel units,
wherein the first set of image pixel units neighbor
the first image pixel unit.

2. The image processing method of Claim 1, charac-
terized in that the predetermined array pattern is a
Bayer pattern.

3. The image processing method of any one of Claims
1-2, characterized in that each of the plurality of
image pixel units comprise the plurality of original
pixels arranged in a 2*2 array.

4. The image processing method of any one of Claims
1-3, characterized in that using the pixel values of
the related pixel unit comprising the plurality of pixels
(R44, R74, R47, and R77) to calculate the pixel value
of the current pixel (R5’5’) through interpolation com-
prises:

for each component direction, calculating a pixel
value of a corresponding first pixel interpolated
between first pixels (R44 and R47) of the related
pixel unit in an interpolation direction and a pixel
value of a corresponding second pixel interpo-
lated between second pixels (R74 and R77) of
the related pixel unit in the interpolation direc-
tion, wherein a component direction crosses the
interpolation direction, and calculating a corre-
sponding difference value between the pixel val-
ue of the corresponding first pixel and the pixel
value of the corresponding second pixel;

for each component direction, calculating a cor-
responding weight based on the corresponding
difference value of each component direction;
and
using the corresponding weight of each compo-
nent direction, and the pixel value of the corre-
sponding first pixel and the pixel value of the
corresponding second pixel of each component
direction to calculate the pixel value of the cur-
rent pixel (R5’5’).

5. The image processing method of any one of Claims
1-4, characterized in that before using the pixel val-
ues of the related pixel unit comprising the plurality
of pixels (R44, R74, R47, and R77) to calculate the
pixel value of the current pixel (R5’5’) through inter-
polation, the image processing method further com-
prises:

performing white balance compensation on the
color block image (902); and
wherein after using the pixel values of the related
pixel unit comprising the plurality of pixels (R44,
R74, R47, and R77) to calculate the pixel value
of the current pixel (R5’5’) through interpolation,
the image processing method further compris-
es:

performing white balance compensation
restoration on the first imitating image (904).

6. The image processing method of any one of Claims
1-5, characterized in that before using the pixel val-
ues of the related pixel unit comprising the plurality
of pixels (R44, R74, R47, and R77) to calculate the
pixel value of the current pixel (R5’5’) through inter-
polation, the image processing method further com-
prises:

performing dead pixel compensation on the
color block image (902).

7. The image processing method of any one of Claims
1-6, characterized in that before using the pixel val-
ues of the related pixel unit comprising the plurality
of pixels (R44, R74, R47, and R77) to calculate the
pixel value of the current pixel (R5’5’) through inter-
polation, the image processing method further com-
prises:

performing crosstalk compensation on the color
block image (902).

8. The image processing method of any one of Claims
1-7, characterized in that after using the pixel val-
ues of the related pixel unit comprising the plurality
of pixels (R44, R74, R47, and R77) to calculate the
pixel value of the current pixel (R5’5’) through inter-
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polation, the image processing method further com-
prises:

performing lens shading correction, demosaic-
ing, noise reduction, and edge sharpening on
the first imitating image (904).

9. An imaging apparatus (1000), comprising:

an image sensor (200) configured to generate
a color block image (902); and
an image processing device (100) configured to
convert the color block image (902) into a first
imitating image (904),

wherein the color block image (902) com-
prises a plurality of image pixel units ar-
ranged in a predetermined array pattern,
wherein each of the plurality of image pixel
units comprises a plurality of original pixels
having a same color;
wherein the first imitating image (904) com-
prises a plurality of imitating pixels arranged
in the predetermined array pattern;
wherein the plurality of imitating pixels com-
prise a current pixel (R3’3’ or R5’5’), and the
plurality of original pixels of a first image pix-
el unit of the plurality of image pixel units
comprise a related pixel (R33 or R55) cor-
responding to a position of the current pixel
(R3’3’ or R5’5’); and
wherein the image processing device (100)
comprises:

a determining module (110) configured
to determine whether a color of the cur-
rent pixel (R3’3’ or R5’5’) is same as a
color of the related pixel (R33 or R55);
a first calculating module (120) config-
ured to, when the color of the current
pixel (R3’3’) is same as the color of the
related pixel (R33), use a pixel value of
the related pixel (R33) as a pixel value
of the current pixel (R3’3’); and
a second calculating module (130) con-
figured to, when the color of the current
pixel (R5’5’) is different from the color
of the related pixel (R55), use pixel val-
ues of a related pixel unit comprising a
plurality of pixels (R44, R74, R47, and
R77) to calculate the pixel value of the
current pixel (R5’5’) through interpola-
tion,
wherein a color of the plurality of pixels
(R44, R74, R47, and R77) of the related
pixel unit is same as the current pixel
(R5’5’), and the plurality of pixels (R44,
R74, R47, and R77) of the related pixel

unit are located in a first set of image
pixel units in the plurality of image pixel
units, wherein the first set of image pixel
units neighbor the first image pixel unit.

10. The imaging apparatus (1000) of Claim 9, charac-
terized in that the predetermined array pattern is a
Bayer pattern.

11. The imaging apparatus (1000) of any one of Claims
9-10, characterized in that each of the plurality of
image pixel units comprise the plurality of original
pixels arranged in a 2*2 array.

12. The imaging apparatus (1000) of any one of Claims
9-11, characterized in that the second calculating
module (130) comprises:

a first calculating unit (131) configured to, for
each component direction, calculate a pixel val-
ue of a corresponding first pixel interpolated be-
tween first pixels (R44 and R47) of the related
pixel unit in an interpolation direction and a pixel
value of a corresponding second pixel interpo-
lated between second pixels (R74 and R77) of
the related pixel unit in the interpolation direc-
tion, wherein a component direction crosses the
interpolation direction, and calculate a corre-
sponding difference value between the pixel val-
ue of the corresponding first pixel and the pixel
value of the corresponding second pixel;
a second calculating unit (132) configured to, for
each component direction, calculate a corre-
sponding weight based on the corresponding
difference value of each component direction;
and
a third calculating unit (133) configured to use
the corresponding weight of each component di-
rection, and the pixel value of the corresponding
first pixel and the pixel value of the correspond-
ing second pixel of each component direction to
calculate the pixel value of the current pixel
(R5’5’).

13. The imaging apparatus (1000) of any one of Claims
9-12, characterized in that the image processing
device (100) further comprises:

a white balance compensating module (127)
configured to perform white balance compensa-
tion on the color block image (902); and
a white balance compensation restoring module
(131) configured to perform white balance com-
pensation restoration on the first imitating image
(904).

14. The imaging apparatus (1000) of any one of Claims
9-13, characterized in that the image processing
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device (100) further comprises:

a dead pixel compensating module (128) con-
figured to perform dead pixel compensation on
the color block image (902).

15. The imaging apparatus (1000) of any one of Claim
9-14, characterized in that the image processing
device (100) further comprises:

a crosstalk compensating module (129) config-
ured to perform crosstalk compensation on the
color block image (902).
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